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A B S T R A C T   

The number of memory faults operating in radiation environments increases with the electronic device minia-
turization. One-dimensional (1D) Error Correction Codes (ECCs) are not efficient in mitigating these problems 
requiring two-dimensional (2D)-ECCs for providing superior error correction capacity with proportionally less 
energy and area consumption. The significant increase in publications in this area demands a study to guide and 
subsidize research decisions, mainly to determine a standardization method for comparing and evaluating ECCs. 
We propose a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) to investigate the most important features of 2D-ECCs used for 
mitigating faults in memories. This SLR revealed the most used ECCs, data size and redundancy overhead, 
encoder and decoder implementation technology, fault injection methods, and evaluation metrics. Besides, we 
extracted some ECC trends, such as reusing the encoder inside the decoder and targeting the three-dimensional 
(3D)-ECC to increase the error correction efficacy. The experimental results describe important research de-
cisions of great value for this scientific community.   

1. Introduction 

Requirements such as reducing energy consumption and increasing 
the processing capacity of specific applications, such as those installed in 
space systems, have driven the integration of many devices with reliable 
operation in high radiation environments. Due to the limited space 
operation resources, it is essential to design these systems efficiently in 
area and energy consumptions. Additionally, recent Integrated Circuit 
(IC) manufacturing technologies increase the susceptibility to radiation- 
induced errors, often imposing the manufacture of these systems with 
older and/or robust process technology [1,2]. This radiation suscepti-
bility is a crucial factor to be considered since space missions place a 
high demand on memory, needing to operate without errors that can 
cause a system malfunction [3]. 

Operation at low voltage levels is of great importance for space ap-
plications, where energy resources are limited. Current low-cost satel-
lites have an even smaller energy budget, as the total weight of the 
satellite is often reduced due to the restriction on using heavy batteries 
and power supplies. The most efficient way to achieve low voltage is to 
operate all the chip components in a region close to the threshold, 

reducing static and dynamic energy consumption significantly. How-
ever, ICs designed to operate at low voltage levels are much more sus-
ceptible to electromagnetic radiation effects than those operating at 
conventional voltage levels. Radiation-induced errors have been studied 
since the 1960s, as shown in the studies [4–6]. Alpha particles and 
neutrons collisions affect memory reliability; when they reach the sili-
con substrate, the voltage level of the memory cell changes; as these 
particles create charge carriers, increasing the number of errors [7,8]. 

This Systematic Literature Review (SLR) focuses on transient errors, 
also known as soft errors, caused by voltage fluctuations or electro-
magnetic radiation effects that flips the content of the memory cells; 
conversely, permanent errors, also known as hard errors, are caused by 
the effects during the manufacturing process or large amounts of radi-
ation that physically damage the memory cells [9–12]. 

A soft error is a subset of a Single Event Effect (SEE) [13] classified 
into (i) Single Bit Upset (SBU) - when occurs a single event bitflip in a 
single cell [14,15]; (ii) Multiple Cell Upset (MCU) – when a single event 
changes two or more memory cells [16–20]; (iii) Multiple Bit Upset 
(MBU) - when a single event flips the content of two or more cells in the 
same word [23]; (iv) Single Event Transient (SET) - when a single event 
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causes a voltage failure in a circuit [24–27]; (v) Single Event Functional 
Interrupt (SEFI) - when a single event causes functionality loss due to 
disturbance of registers, clocks, reset, etc. [28–30]; and (vi) Single Event 
Latch-up (SEL) - when a single event causes a non-normal high current 
and requires a power reset [31–34]. Single Event Upset (SEU) is also 
used as a synonym for SBU or MBU [13]. 

Error Correction Code (ECC) is the technique most used to mitigate 
memory failures; it was initially proposed by Hamming [35] to avoid 
errors on a relay-based machine at Bell Labs. The ECC basis adds check 
bits to a set of data bits to perform a codeword for detecting and cor-
recting errors using Boolean logic relations, usually XOR operations. 
This technique requires an encoder to calculate the check bits and 
associate them to the data bits producing a codeword; a decoder ana-
lyzes the codeword, detecting and correcting possible errors [36–38]. 

Device miniaturization increasingly leads to MCU [39,40] that many 
times one-dimensional (1D)-ECCs are inefficacious to correct [41]. Thus, 
n-dimensional codes have been used, mainly two-dimensional (2D)- 
ECCs like product codes, because they provide higher detection and 
correction power with proportionally less energy and area consumption 
[41]. 

This work carries out an SLR to consolidate and synthesize the evi-
dence found on 2D-ECCs for mitigating memory faults. Section 2 pre-
sents all the SLR planning and conduction phases to capture the most 
relevant works in the 2D-ECC area, considering the last seven years. 
Section 3 describes 2D-ECC fundamentals and the advantages of two- 
dimensional encoding over one-dimensional encoding. SLR enabled us 
to analyze and classify the selected works according to the organization 
of bits, redundancy type and size, number of data bits, type of target 
application, and analysis methods in Sections 4 to 5. Therefore, enabling 
us to investigate the 2D-ECC trends presented and discussed in Section 8. 
Finally, Section 9 concludes this work by highlighting some gaps we 
captured in this research topic. 

To the best of our knowledge, no similar work has been published. It 
is intended to present the methods and ways of illustrating results so that 
comparisons among ECCs are made fairly. We also conduct an in-depth, 
state-of-the-art analysis to identify the main concepts and issues 
addressed. 

2. Systematic Literature Review (SLR) 

An SLR is a study that standardizes the entire review process, 
excluding bias and exposing reliable conclusions [42]. This systematic 
review is based on [42–46], whose methodology provides consistent 
means of answering research questions objectively and impartially. 

The recent growth in the number of papers in the field of ECCs in-
dicates the need to synthesize evidence found in an in-depth analysis of 
the state of the art. Identifying the main concepts and issues addressed 
allows for consolidating and standardizing the proposed methods and 
making fair comparisons among the ECC proposals. 

There is no single method for implementing an effective SLR. The 
research shows that an SLR usually covers planning, conducting, and 
summarizing phases subdivided into other sub-phases. The planning 
encompasses the research objective and SLR employed protocol. The 
conducting identifies and selects studies based on planning and performs 
data extraction and synthesis. Finally, the summary phase reports and 
evaluates the synthesized data. This section presents the five subphases 
comprising the planning and conducting of this SLR. 

2.1. Research objective 

This SLR investigates 2D-ECCs developed between 2015 and 2022. 
This section displays the main aspects of the investigated works, such as 
the ECC organization, target application, and error analysis methods. 
These aspects are linked to the research questions discussed next. 

2.2. Research question (RQ) 

This SLR development contemplates the primary research objective 
with the following research questions (RQs). 

RQ1. What are the most used 2D-ECCs? 

Besides identifying important ECCs, this RQ seeks to explain the 
reason for using 2D-ECCs and allows classifying them and their targeting 
applications. 

RQ2. How have the ECC techniques been verified/tested? 

The answer to this question shows how the techniques have been 
validated, for example, concerning memory size (this is directly linked 
to the redundancy bits) and whether there is any additional technique 
beyond the ECC. 

RQ3. What works are employed to compare to other ECCs? 

This RQ allows researchers to define methods used to compare ECCs 
and choose the best one for each given scenario. 

2.3. Selection criteria 

Table 1 describes the selection criteria used in the search process to 
define the main requirements of the selected papers, avoiding the need 
for complete work analysis. Note that the inclusion criterion is the topic 
to meet the research objective - 2D-ECC papers to mitigate memory 
errors. The exclusion criteria specify papers published before 2015, not 
available in English, duplicated, and do not meet the inclusion criterion. 

2.4. Search process 

Fig. 1 shows the search process that we established based on the 
Snowballing Forward (SF) technique [47,48], followed by an automatic 
search in five bibliographic databases. 

2.4.1. Snowballing Forward (SF) 
SF selects new papers based on the ones that cite the paper being 

examined [47–50]. One possibility for an initial set is to identify seminal 
papers with various citations in a systematic review. We found three 
papers from the same group that proposed the Matrix code; together, 
these three papers have 109 citations, respectively, 22, 24, and 63 
[51–53]; therefore, set C1 encompasses the 109 works that cite Matrix. 
The search for these papers was carried out on Google Scholar, using key 
terms and the number of citations. 

We examined the title, summary, year, and parts of the text of all 
papers of set C1, applying inclusion and exclusion criteria to build set C2. 
The next step checks all papers cited in C2, followed by the same type of 
analysis performed in C1 for creating set C3, and so on. Since the SF 
process did not return new papers, we completed the search process in 
set C5, containing 24 papers related to the research objective. 

2.4.2. Automatic search 
This step starts by creating the string used for automatic search in the 

Table 1 
Selection criteria.  

Inclusion criterium 

IC-1 Paper presenting 2D-ECC to mitigate memory errors   

Exclusion criterium 

EC-1 Published before 2015 
EC-2 Not available in English 
EC-3 Duplicated work 
EC-4 Paper does not meet the IC-1 criterium  
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Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Xplore Digital 
Library, Elsevier Scopus, Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) 
Digital Library, American Scientific Publishers (ASP), and Web of Sci-
ence databases encompassing reputed journals and conferences in sci-
ence and technology. We carried out this research between October 
2020 and March 2022, restricting to the exclusion criteria of Table 1. 

The search string created based on the keywords most used in the 24 
papers of C5 is: (“error correction” OR “error detection” OR “ECC” OR 
“EDAC”) AND (“MCU” OR “MBU” OR “upset” OR “multiple-bit upset” 
OR “multiple cell upset ”) AND (“matrix” OR “product code”) AND 
(“memory” OR “space” OR “critical”). It is important to highlight that 
only “EDAC” was included in the most used keywords in C5, as the au-
thors were aware of some papers that used this acronym to identify Error 
Detection and Correction (EDAC). 

Fig. 2 shows the automatic search on the databases, which resulted in 
the set C6 containing 125 papers. We created the new set C7 with eleven 
additional papers, deleting the repeated papers and applying the 
exclusion criteria. Finally, sets C5 and C7 were joined to form the final set 
C8 comprising 35 papers. Besides, we performed a manual search to 
avoid losing any paper in the databases; this manual search did not 
include any additional work. The SLR representativeness is worth 
noting, as the 35 selected papers cover several ECCs, data and redun-
dancy sizes, and error injection and evaluation methods. 

2.5. Data extraction 

After the selection process, we applied a data extraction method to 
each work in C8, aiming to answer the research questions employed to 
guide the proposed organization. Table 2 displays that the data extrac-
tion method includes: Metadata, ECC structure and organization, target 
application and manufacture technology, methods and metrics 
employed in ECC evaluation, and future works in ECC. 

Table 3 presents a summary of the data collected during the evalu-
ation of the 35 primary studies; this summary allows a comparative 
analysis of the following elements: (i) Work – identification of the work 
and authors; (ii) Year – allowing to identify the number of works and 
ECC tendencies along the years; (iii) Classification – containing the 
terminology adopted to classify the 2D-ECC types; (iv) Target applica-
tion – aiming to correlate the proposed ECC type with a given target 
application; (v) Data size and redundancy overhead – the data and 
redundancy sizes of the codeword enable us to verify ECC tendencies 
and define ECC overhead metrics; (vi) Fault injection – aiming to un-
derstand how the works validate or evaluate their ECC proposals; (vii) 
CMOS Technology – enabling to compare the manufacture technologies 
employed on the encoder/decoder synthesis. It is important to empha-
size that each 2D-ECC potentially has a specific organization and num-
ber of check bits, implying different latency, power, and area 
consumption of the encoder and decoder. In addition, error correction 
and detection rates vary depending on the number of errors and the 
error pattern (e.g., exhaustive, adjacent, and burst). These aspects pre-
vent defining the most suitable 2D-ECC for any scenario. To provide 
insights for a potential designer, some works (see Section 7.4) employ 
ad-hoc comparison metrics to correlate physical and logical aspects of an 
ECC. However, these metrics do not follow a pattern, leaving both the 
metric and the selection process biased. Consequently, we prefer only 
presenting the potentialities of each 2D-ECC, leaving the manuscript 
reader to choose the 2D-ECC based on the target architecture 
requirements. 

3. 2D-ECC foundations 

2D-ECC is a way of organizing and correlating data and check bits in 
two dimensions, typically employing row and column or diagonal bit 
arrangements. Elias [88] was a pioneer in the 2D-ECC area, exploring 
the iteration of simple ECCs to transmit messages in the noisy channels 
of the old telegraph systems. The same author proposed to organize each 
group of successive symbols in a rectangular matrix, checking each row 

Google Scholar
Seminal works: 

3 papers

C1: 109 papers

Start

Search

Apply SF

Apply inclusion /
exclusion criteria

Apply SF and criteria 
of inclusion/exclusion 

Apply SF and criteria 
of inclusion/exclusion 

Apply SF and criteria 
of inclusion/exclusion 

End

C2: 18 papers

C3: 20 papers

C4: 22 papers

C5: 24 papers

Flow of ac�vi�es
Flow of paper selec�on

Fig. 1. Papers selection process using the SF technique along with inclusion 
and exclusion criteria; these steps selected 24 papers. 

IEEExplore Library
Elsevier Scopus

ACM Digital Library
Web of Science

American S. Publishers

C6: 125 papersAutoma�c search

Apply inclusion /
exclusion criteria

Join groups

End

C7: 8 papers

C8: 32 papers
Flow of ac�vi�es
Flow of paper selec�on

Keywords of C5

Start

Keyword selec�on C5: 24 papers

Fig. 2. Papers selection process using the automatic search in science and 
technology databases. 

Table 2 
Data extraction.  

Extracted data Description 

1 - Metadata 
1 - Metadata Title, authors, publication year and citations  

2 – ECC structure and organization 
2.1 Data size Identifies the data size and code organization 
2.2 Redundancy Evaluates redundancy overhead 
2.3 ECC type Allows classifying the 2D-ECC used in the work  

3 – Target application and technology 
3.1 Target application Identifies the features of the target application 
3.2 Target technology Identifies technology used for synthesis  

4 – ECC evaluation method 
4.1 Fault injection Examines the applied fault injection methods 
4.2 Error coverage Analysis of detected and corrected errors 
4.3 Evaluation metric Evaluates performance metrics  

5 – ECC Trends 
5.1 Trends Examines ECC tendencies and future works  
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with a C1 code and each column with a C2 code, forming a 2D-ECC [88]. 
Over time, multidimensional codes have evolved into different struc-
tural and coding formats, requiring adequate analysis and classification 
for their understanding and usage. 

Let d be the minimum Hamming distance, representing the minimum 
number of bits that differs between two codewords, then (1) and (2) 
calculate the maximum number of errors that a code can correct EC or 
detect ED based on d [89,90]. 

EC = ⌊
d − 1

2
⌋ (1)  

ED = d − 1 (2) 

These equations are exclusive, i.e., EC or ED, but not EC and ED 
simultaneously. The simultaneity relationship among EC, ED, and 

d implies using (3) instead of (2). In other words, if an application targets 
correcting and detecting errors simultaneously, ED is reduced. 

ED = d − EC − 1 (3) 

A 2D-ECC organization enables checking a word of data by crossing 
ECCs, offering a natural bit-interleaving provided by the 2D structure. A 
2D-ECC employs more optimized encoding to achieve the same correc-
tion rate as a 1D-ECC, consuming less area and energy. 

For example, Fig. 3(a) displays a 1D-ECC with 4 data bits, requiring 3 
bits for a Hamming encoding. These extra bits provide a Hamming 
distance of 3, which by (1) and (2) allows for correcting 1 error or 
detecting 2 errors. Fig. 3(b) shows a 4 × 4 data matrix that employs this 
encoding in a 1D model, requiring a 4 × 3-bit check matrix; since all 
words are independent, d is maintained. Note that maintaining the 

Table 3 
Summary of data collected from the 32 primary studies (by year and alphabetically ordered).  

Work Year Classification Target 
application 

Data size 
(bits) 

Data rate 
(%) 

Redundancy overhead 
(%) 

Fault 
injection 

Manufacturing 
technology 

Ahilan et al. [57]  2015 Extended Product 
Code 

Generic 32 50.0 100.0 Random 180 nm 

Anitha et al. [58]  2015 Extended Product 
Code 

Space 32 47.1 112.3 – – 

Erozan et al. [41]  2015 Product Code Generic 32 40.5 146.9 Adjacent – 
Liu et al. [59]  2015 Product Code Space 16 50.0 100.0 – 90 nm 
Rahman et al. [60]  2015 Mixed Code Generic 64 70.3 42.2 Exhaustive – 
Castro et al. [61]  2016 Product Code Space 16 40.0 150.0 Adjacent 45 nm 
Mandal et al. [62]  2016 Mixed Code Generic 49 65.3 53.1 Random – 
Manoj et al. [63]  2016 Extended Product 

Code 
Critical 32 47.1 112.5 – 180 nm 

64 47.1 112.5 
Sundary et al. [64]  2016 Extended Product 

Code 
Generic 20 43.5 130.0 – – 

Yedere et al. [65]  2016 Extended Product 
Code 

Generic 32 48.5 106.3 – 90 nm 

Afrin et al. [54]  2017 Straightforward 2D- 
ECC 

Generic 32 50.0 100.0 Exhaustive – 

Kamatchi et al. [66]  2017 Extended Product 
Code 

Space 32 53.3 87.5 – – 

Liu et al. [67]  2017 Extended Product 
Code 

Space 32 42.1 137.5 Adjacent 65 nm 

Raha et al. [68]  2017 Mixed Code Generic 32 53.3 87.5 – – 
Silva et al. [69]  2017 Mixed Code Critical 16 50.0 100.0 Adjacent 65 nm 
Tambatkar et al. 

[70]  
2017 Mixed Code Space 32 47.8 112.5 – 45 nm 

Athira et al. [71]  2018 Product Code Generic 32 53.3 87.5 Random 90 nm 
Goerl et al. [72]  2018 Mixed Code Critical 32 44.4 125.0 Random – 
Li et al. [56]  2018 Straightforward 2D- 

ECC 
Generic 16, 16 57.1, 40.0 75.0, 150.0 – 65 nm 

32, 32 69.6, 53.3 43.8, 75.0 
64, 64 80.0, 69.6 25.0, 43.8 

Gracia-Moran et al. 
[55]  

2018 Straightforward 2D- 
ECC 

Generic 32 80.0 25.0 Adjacent 45 nm 
32 66.7 50.0 

Silva et al. [73]  2018 Product Code Critical 16 41.0 143.8 Adjacent 65 nm 
16 40.0 150.0 
16 29.6 237.5 

Magalhães et al. [74]  2019 Mixed Code Critical 16 40.0 150.0 Adjacent 65 nm 
Priya et al. [75]  2019 Extended Product 

Code 
Generic 32 50.0 100.0 – – 

Zhang et al. [76]  2019 Extended Product 
Code 

Space 32 50.0 100.0 Adjacent 180 nm 

Freitas et al. [77]  2020 Product Code Space 16 25.0 300.0 Exhaustive 65 nm 
Kumar et al. [78]  2020 Mixed Code Generic 32 69.6 43.8 – – 
Neelima et al. [79]  2020 Mixed Code Generic 64 67.4 48.4 – 28 nm 

64 62.1 60.9 
Rohde et al. [80]  2020 Mixed Code Space 64 44.4 125.0 – – 
Sai et al. [81]  2020 Mixed Code Generic 32 57.1 75.0 – 45 nm 
Silva et al. [82]  2020 Product Code Critical 32 49.2 103.1 Adjacent 65 nm 
Silva et al. [83]  2020 Mixed Code Critical 32 57.1 75.0 Adjacent 65 nm 

32 50.0 100.0 
Freitas et al. [84]  2021 Product Code Space 16 33.3 200.0 Adjacent 65 nm 
Sen et al. [85]  2021 Extended Product 

Code 
Critical 32 50.0 100.0 – – 

Freitas et al. [86]  2022 Product Code Critical 16 33.3 200.0 Exhaustive 65 nm 
Freitas et al. [87]  2022 Product Code Space 16 33.3 200.0 Exhaustive 65 nm 

“–” Means that the work does not contain the information about the subject. 
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Hamming distance d means guaranteeing the same EC and ED power for 
any error pattern. Therefore, the ECC of Fig. 3(b) ensures only one error 
correction for the entire matrix. However, as there are more codewords, 
the probability of spreading errors into the matrix increases, allowing to 
correct four errors if each one is in a single codeword (row). 

Fig. 3(d) illustrates that a simplified 2D-ECC can protect this data 
matrix by inserting a second 3 × 4 matrix of check bits, enabling the 
correlation of each data bit with the corresponding ECCs of the rows and 
columns. In this 2D-ECC format, a one-bit variation of the data matrix 
affects both the row and column codes, increasing the Hamming dis-
tance to 6 and, consequently, the correction and detection power. 
However, the complexity of both ECCs, applied to the row and column, 
are equal and equivalent to the 1D complexity. 

A fair comparison of correction and detection power requires the 
same number of check bits as the 2D-ECC version; thus, every 4 data bits 
are followed by 6 check bits, as depicted in the 1D-ECC of Fig. 3(c). This 
format leads to a Hamming distance of 6 and potentially the same ED 
and EC efficacy (requires a special ECC built to protect 4 data bits using 6 
check bits). However, the new ECCs are 10 bits long; thus, the checking 
sequence is longer, requiring more complex encoding and decoding 
circuits, consuming more area and energy. 

Additionally, the miniaturization of electronic components increases 
the number of errors due to SEUs, preventing using 1D-ECCs in many 
critical applications. For example, Rao et al. [94] present error patterns 
with seven bitflips arranged in a two-dimensional way; Radaelli et al. 
[109] analyze error patterns with more than eight bitflips through ra-
diation tests with different energy levels. In several cases, these error 
patterns are not corrected by 1D-ECCs, requiring the more significant 
detection and correction capability of 2D-ECCs [98]. 

4. 2D-ECC classification 

A 2D-ECC is characterized by having data and/or redundancy bits in 
two dimensions, normally named row and column. This definition al-
lows including any 1D-ECC physically organized in rows and columns in 
the 2D-ECC class. We defined as Straightforward 2D-ECC (S2E) the 
codes organized in this 2D physical structure, but that remain to correct 
errors with 1D-algorithms. Fig. 4 exemplifies an S2E containing 16 data 
bits organized in a matrix format; each row is encoded independently with 
Ham(7,4), a short representation of the Hamming code implemented 
with three redundancy bits to protect four data bits [35]. Examples of 
S2Es are found in the works [54–56]. 

Afrin and Sadi [54] propose a 4 × 16 matrix ECC with 32 data bits 
and 32 redundancy bits. Each 8 data bits of each row is independently 

encoded. The first redundancy bit stores the first data bit inverted. The 
other seven redundancy bits are XOR operations between a pair of bits - 
1st and 2nd, 2nd and 3rd, 3rd and 4th, and so on. Gracia-Moran et al. 
[55] introduce the Flexible Unequal Error Control (FUEC) methodology, 
developed to satisfy a certain number of syndromes to correct adjacent 
errors. The authors present two 2D-ECCs with 8 and 16 bits of redun-
dancy but with the same error coverage, designed to correct 1-bit errors 
and 2 and 3 adjacent bits in the same row or column. Li et al. [56] 
propose two 2D-ECCs with 32 data bits for correcting up to 3 burst 
bitflips. The ECCs add 24 and 14 redundancy bits for 4 × 8 and 2 × 16 
data formats, respectively. Additionally, codes are organized using 
interleaving. Although this work focuses on 2D-ECCs whose coding is 
two-dimensional, we included this ECC class for completeness and 
understanding. 

The 2D-ECC group that we are interested in is complementary to S2E; 
they present some level of encoding intersection between the di-
mensions as a common characteristic, i.e., at least one bit of data or 
redundancy change implies encoding both dimensions. We organized 
this complementary group into three classes: Product Code (PC), 
Extended Product Code (EPC), and Mixed Code (MC). Fig. 5 shows the 
number of papers for each ECC class per year, and Table 4 correlates 2D- 
ECC classes to works, highlighting the encoding methods that the 2D- 
ECC employs. Probably, the low number of publications in 2021 and 
2022 came from the pandemic, as many conferences were canceled, and 
the average review time of journals drastically increased. 

4.1. Product Code (PC) 

Product Code (PC) is an ECC treated as a product of two codes 
enabling to build long codes based on small ones. 

Let α and β be the number of columns composing the data and 
redundancy areas, and let δ and ε be the number of rows composing the 
data and redundancy areas, respectively, such that γ = α + β and θ = δ +
ε. Then, each row of a PC is encoded using the C1(γ,α,d1) code, and each 
column is encoded using the C2(θ,δ,d2) code, forming the C1 × C2 code; 
therefore, each bitflip in the data region affects both the row and column 
of the corresponding bit. Fig. 6(a) illustrates the basic PC structure. Also, 
PC adds a region containing check bits of check bits, increasing the 
minimum Hamming distance and, consequently, the code correction 
potential [91]. The PC minimum distance dPC is computed by 
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multiplying the distances of each 1D-ECC that make up the product 
code, i.e., dPC = d1 × d2. 

PC increases the theoretical correction and detection capacity but 
also increases the redundancy costs, implying more area and energy 
consumption. Some authors proposed the modified PC to reduce the 
associated redundancy costs, which do not have the check bits of the 
check bits [89,90]. Fig. 6(b) illustrates the structure of a modified PC, 
and (4) displays its minimum distance calculation dmPC. 

dmPC = d1 + d2 − 1 (4) 

Based on this explanation, we can cite the works of 
[41,59,61,71,73,77,82,84,86,87] as ECCs in PC format. In [61,73,82], 
the authors use extended Hamming in rows and parity in columns to 
encode each word. These works present iterative decoding using the row 
and column check bits to correct data, and the check bits of check bits to 
correct both the row and column check bits. Each correction can enable 
a new error correction iteratively, increasing the error correction ca-
pacity of the code. Freitas et al. [77] implemented the Product Code for 
Space Applications (PCoSA), a PC applying extended Hamming to rows, 
columns, and check bits of check bits areas. In 2022, Freitas et al. [87] 
designed an optimized version of PCoSA with 16 bits less redundancy 
called the Optimized Product Code for Space Applications (OPCoSA). 
The same authors [84] propose Line Product Code (LPC), a modified PC 
that reaches near error correction rates of PCoSA by improving the 
decoding algorithm. In 2022, Freitas et al. [86] designed a new version 
of LPC with specific single error correction algorithms and an innovative 
double error correction technique. The works [41,59,71] propose 
modified PCs that employ a single row of parity bits to encode columns 
and a more complex code to encode rows. Erozan and Çavus [41] pro-
pose to codify each row employing the Euclidian Geometry Low-Density 
Parity Check (EG-LDPC). Athira and Yamuna [71] employ five Hamm-
ing bits to encode each one of the four rows of 8 data bits. Finally, Liu 
et al. [59] propose using Multi-bit Error Detection (MED), a code 
capable of detecting multiple errors by applying 4 redundancy bits to 
each row of 8 data bits. 

4.2. Extended Product Code (EPC) 

EPC is a special case of PC that uses more than one code per row and/ 
or column; therefore, C1, C2, or both are heterogeneous codes. Besides, 
this class can also have check bits of check bits, regardless of whether 
they are homogeneous or heterogeneous codes, as exemplified in Fig. 7. 

The works [57,58,63–67,75,76,85] are classified as EPCs. Kamatchi 
et al. [66] propose the modified Decimal Matrix Code (MDMC) for 
encoding 32 data bits in a 2 × 16 matrix, with each row divided into four 
4-bit regions. Each row is encoded by adding the two odd regions with 
the two even regions, totaling 10 bits per row since each sum requires 5 
bits. Besides, each column in the data region is encoded with a parity bit. 
The authors in [57,75] divide the 32 bits of data into two rows of 16 bits. 
Each row encodes two sets of four bits executing a bitwise XOR opera-
tion; thus, eight redundancy bits are added per row. Columns are 
encoded using parity. Manoj and Babu [63] divided the 64 data bits into 
two rows of 32 bits each. A sum is applied to each set of two four-bit 
words for each row, resulting in five bits. This same structure is done 
four times per row, adding 20 redundancy bits; also, columns are 
encoded with parity bits. Anitha and Jeevidha [58] describe a similar 
technique presented in [63], but for a 32-bit codeword implemented in 
two rows of 16 bits, totaling ten redundancy bits per row. Yedere and 
Pamula [65] perform another similar organization; the 32 data bits are 
divided into two rows. The first eight bits are added to the last eight bits 
for each row, resulting in nine redundancy bits per row. Sen et al. [85] 
propose a DMC-based error correction technique, decreasing redun-
dancy and improving the error correction rate. Liu et al. [67] split 32 
data bits into eight rows. Each row encodes the four bits with parity and 
Hamming. However, there is no ECC to encode the four columns of the 
data region. The column coding is done only in the Hamming check bit 
region, and parity is used for each pair of bits. Zhang et al. [76] split 32- 
bit data into four rows. Their proposal uses parity for every two bits in 
the row (adds four per row) and column (adds 2 per column), totaling 32 
redundancy bits. Finally, Sunary and Logisvary [64] organize a 20-bit 
codeword in a 4 × 5 format; the ECC encodes each of the four rows 
using Hamming and each of the five columns using parity every two bits. 

4.3. Mixed Code (MC) 

MC is a 2D-ECC class containing at least one bit of data or redun-
dancy whose change implies encoding both dimensions but cannot be 
classified as PC or EPC. The works of [60,62,68–70,72,74,78–81,83] are 
examples of MC; Fig. 8 shows the 2D-ECCs proposed on works [69,79]. 

Mandal et al. [62] propose the Modified Matrix Code (MMC) for 
FPGA-based systems. MMC corrects multiple errors in a 7 × 7 data 
matrix, employing 13 parity bits encoded diagonally and vertically. 
Additionally, MMC has two redundancy bits associated with each col-
umn; one redundancy stores the XOR of the even bits, and the other one 
stores the XOR of the odd bits. 

Goerl et al. [72] present the Parity per Byte and Duplication (PBD) 
technique that uses parity for each byte and duplicates the content. For 
example, a 32-bit word (4 bytes) requires four parity bits, and the 
resulting 36 bits are duplicated, totaling 32 data bits and 40 redundancy 
bits. 

Fig. 8(a) illustrates the Matrix Region Section Code (MRSC) devel-
oped by Silva et al. [69], a structure of 16 data bits and 16 redundancy 

Table 4 
Class of 2D-ECC used in each work.  

Class Work Encoding method 

EPC [57,75] XOR operations and parity 
[58,63,65,85] Decimal sum and parity 
[76] Parity 
[64,66,67] Hamming and parity 

MC [60,62,69,78,79] Parity 
[72] Parity and duplication 
[68,70,74] Hamming and parity 
[81] Hamming 
[83] Logic operations and parity 
[80] XOR operations, hamming and parity 

PC [61,73,82] Extended hamming and parity 
[41] LDPC and parity 
[59] MED and parity 
[71] Hamming and parity 
[77,84,86,87] Extended hamming in rows and columns 

S2E [54] XOR and NOT operations 
[55] XOR operations and FUEC 
[56] 3-Burst error ECC in rows  
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Fig. 6. Basic structures of (a) PC and (b) modified PC (based on [88]).  
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bits, totaling a 4 × 8 matrix. MRSC implements the redundancy in (i) a 
parity bit for each one of the four diagonals in the data area; (ii) a parity 
bit for each one of the four rows of the data area; and (iii) Two check bits 
for each row resulting from the XOR operations between bits 1 and 3 and 
between bits 2 and 4. 

Sai et al. [81] propose a 2D-ECC for detecting and correcting mul-
tiple errors for a 4 × 8 data matrix. The ECC applies Ham(7,4) to each of 
the eight 4-bit diagonals of the data region, totaling an increase of 24 
redundancy bits. 

Neelima and Subhas [79] propose an ECC based on Horizontal- 
Vertical-Diagonal (HVD) in 4 × 16 and 2 × 32 data formats, including 
39 and 67 bits of redundancy, respectively. The authors call this 3D 
encoding technique, shown in Fig. 8(b), because it encodes bits hori-
zontally, vertically, and diagonally. Each of the rows, columns, and di-
agonals has a parity bit for both formats. Rahman et al. [60] propose the 
Horizontal-Vertical-Double-Bit-Diagonal (HVDD) technique that can 
correct up to three errors, and it is similar to the technique proposed in 
[79]; however, in HVDD, the diagonals have two parity bits. Tambatkar 
et al. [70] use HVD with Hamming applied to the redundancy bits to 
increase the error correction rate. The codeword has 4 × 8 data with 4- 
row parity bits, 8-column parity bits, and 11-diagonal parity bits, 
totaling 23 bits organized in two 8-bit words and one 7-bit word. These 
three words are encoded with three Hamming, each with 4 check bits, 
totaling a further 12 redundancy bits; the final codeword has 35 
redundancy bits. 

Silva et al. [83] developed the extended MRSC (eMRSC), a version 
that extends the 16 data bits of MRSC [69] to 32 bits. The authors 
propose a new region scheme to reduce redundancy bits while main-
taining a high error correction rate; they show the experimental results 
with two codeword structures with 24 and 32 redundancy bits. 

Raha, Vinodhini, and Murty [68] present the Horizontal-Vertical 
Parity and Diagonal Hamming (HVPDH) method to protect a 4 × 8 
data matrix. HVPDH adds 28 redundancy bits organized in 4-row and 8- 
column parity bits and 4 Hamming check bits for each of the 4 diagonal 
8-bit words. 

Rohde and Martins [80] propose a 2D-ECC with 64 bits of data 
organized with interleaving in five 11-bit words and one 9-bit word. The 
code has 4 check bits for each of the 6 rows and a further 56 parity bits 
for rows, columns, data, and check of the calculated check bits, totaling 
80 check bits. 

Magalhães, Alcântara and Silveira [74] propose the Parity Hamming 
Interleaved Correction Code (PHICC), designed to correct multiple er-
rors in a 4 × 4 data matrix. PHICC employs extended Hamming (3 check 
bits and a parity bit) for each row, and a parity bit for each column of the 
codeword, treating data and check bits in an interleaved way. 

Kumar et al. [78] proposed a technique that uses only 14 parity bits 
to correct adjacent errors in a 32-bit data matrix, resulting in an efficacy 
equal to the Matrix code, reducing redundancy bits, consumed area, 
dissipated power, and delay. 

4.4. Final remark - encoding method 

Six of the ten PC works apply parity as the C2 method to code col-
umns. Also, seven use extended Hamming as C1, C2, or both encoding 
methods. An important fact is that 100 % of the PC works utilize 
extended Hamming or parity. 100 % of the eight EPC papers apply 
parity, and three also apply Decimal Sum, a coding technique that uses 
the binary sum of n-bit words. Finally, 13 of the 14 MC works implement 
parity, five employ Hamming, and 100 % apply one of these two tech-
niques. Thus, the encoding methods most used in 2D-ECC implementa-
tions are Hamming and parity; their implementation simplicity, which 
produces low area consumption, power dissipation, and latency, is the 
main reason for their usage. 

5. Data size and redundancy metrics 

This section compares the data size of the 2D-ECC words together 
with metrics for redundancy overhead assessment. 

5.1. Data size 

The SLR analysis revealed that most 2D-ECCs are designed to operate 
with standard memory-processor buses encompassing 16, 32, or 64 bits. 
Together with the regular matrix format of 2D-ECCs, these data sizes 
force the implementation of 1D-ECCs with 4 or 8 bits in rows and col-
umns, producing 4 × 4, 4 × 8, 8 × 4, or 8 × 8 data matrices. Some 2D- 
ECCs implement 32 and 64 bits using 16 or 32 bits in rows, making 2 ×
16, 4 × 16, and 2 × 32 data matrices. Exceptions are found in two special 
data organizations [62,64] containing 20 and 49 data bits. Sunary and 
Logisvary [64] employed 20-bit data since their work targets a 20-bit 
multiplier; the authors also explored their proposed correction model 
for cases in the range of 10 to 128 bits. Mandal et al. [62] use a 7 × 7 
data matrix, resulting in 49 bits, but they explain that the same ECC 
organization can be applied to other matrix sizes. 

Table 5 shows that more than half of the works (i.e., 
[41,54–58,63,65–68,70–72,75,76,78,81–83,85]) assess 2D-ECCs tar-
geting 32-bit data memories. Ten authors carry out experiments with 16- 
bit memories [56,59,61,69,73,74,77,84,86,87] and five authors work 
with 64-bit memories [56,60,63,79,80]. 

Note that Table 5 has >35 ECCs, as some papers discuss more than 
one ECC size. Li et al. [56] propose a 32-bit ECC in a 4 × 8 data region 
and evaluate the proposed scheme for 16 and 64 bits, showing the 
number of redundancy bits added, the ability to correct errors, and the 
encoder and decoder latencies. Manoj and Babu [63] propose a 64-bit 
ECC, but also presented the implementation with 32 bits, showing the 
number of redundancy bits and error correction ability. 

Fig. 9 shows the number of 2D-ECC per year regarding the memory 
size. Most studies are for proposals of 32-bit data, which had the most 
significant number of publications in 2017, 2018, and 2020. Besides, in 
all years, the number of 2D-ECCs with 32-bit data is always equal to or 
greater than the number of 2D-ECCs of other data sizes, except for 2022. 
However, this work only analyzed works until March 2022. Finally, until 
2020 ECCs have shown a growth in 64-bit proposals; however, the 
number of works and sampling time is not representative. 

5.2. Redundancy metrics 

The number of redundancy bits is one of the determining factors in 
detecting and correcting errors. Since 2D-ECCs are normally used to 

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Examples of Mixed Codes: (a) MRSC [69], (b) HVD [79].  

Table 5 
Relationship between number of 2D-ECCs and data size.   

16 bits 20 bits 32 bits 49 bits 64 bits 

Number of papers 13 1 24 1 7 
Percentage 28.3 % 2.2 % 52.2 % 2.2 % 15.2 %  
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mitigate critical system failures, these codes typically have numerous 
redundancy bits. Additionally, the proportion of the redundancy bits in 
relation to the data or codeword bits directly influences the memory 
storage area and the implementation costs of the encoding and decoding 
circuits. 

Let k, r, and n be the numbers of data, redundancy, and codeword 
bits, respectively, such that (5) correlates these values; then, (6), (7), and 
(8) show how to calculate data rate (dr), redundancy rate (rr) and 
redundancy overhead (ro), respectively. 

n = k+ r (5)  

dr = k/n (6)  

rr = r/n (7)  

ro = r/k (8)  

dr, referenced in some works as code rate, is the percentage of k data bits 
in the n codeword bits. rr and ro are metrics that regard the redundancy 
impact on the ECC. rr and ro are the percentages of redundancy bits r 
concerning the n and k, respectively. Usually, low-cost ECCs have high 
values of dr and low values of rr and ro. We explore this section using 
only dr and ro since rr is complementary to dr. For example, Ham(7,4), a 
short representation of the Hamming code with k = 4 and r = 3, has dr =
4
7 = 57.1%, rr = 3

7 = 42.9%, and ro = 3
4 = 75%. Figs. 10 and 11 show 

the number of 2D-ECC works according to dr and ro, and the publication 
year. These figures present 46 proposals for 2D-ECC; this number is 
higher than the 35 selected works because some works have more than 
one proposal. This is the case of [73], which proposes two 16-bit codes, 
including 23 and 38 redundancy bits. The same is true for other works 
such as [55,56,63,79,83], which change the number of redundancy or 
data bits. 

Fig. 10(a) shows the total number of 2D-ECCs according to the dr 
range. The graphic was divided into six ranges; the leftmost range rep-
resents codes with a lot of redundancy in relation to the size of the final 
word, and the rightmost range represents codes with a low redundancy 
rate concerning the total encoded data. On the one hand, 30 ECCs (65 %) 
have dr between 40 % and 60 %, meaning that most current 2D-ECCs use 

an average of 50 % of their area for redundancy; i.e., they present ECC 
with a sound tradeoff between error correction efficacy and imple-
mentation and usage costs. Besides, seven [57,61,63,67,68,70,73] of the 
nine papers with more than three citations are in this dr range. On the 
other hand, only four proposals are within the limits of low and high dr 
ranges. Three works [55,56,60] describe very low-cost codes (70 ≤ dr ≤
80), justifying that many applications require low-energy decoder 
implementations and low-memory usage with acceptable error correc-
tion capacity. Furthermore, only two other works [73,77] present very 
high-cost codes (20 ≤ dr < 30), justifying that critical or space appli-
cations require ECCs with more correction capacity and thus higher 
redundancy rates, as the process technology decreases, rising the MBU 
rates. 

Fig. 10(b) aims to correlate the data illustrated in Fig. 10(a) with the 
years in which the works took place. Fig. 10(b) shows the number of 
proposals has increased in recent years, signaling a trend in the 2D-ECC 
research. 

Fig. 11(a) shows the number of 2D-ECC according to six ro ranges. 
The leftmost and rightmost ranges represent codes that added little and a 
lot of data redundancy, respectively. Almost 50 % of the 2D-ECCs have a 
ro between 75 % and 125 %, and among the nine proposals with more 
than three citations, four are in this range [61,66,68,70]. 

Finally, Fig. 11(b) correlates the data shown in Fig. 11(a) with the 
years in which the works were published. It is worth mentioning that 
works with very high ro rates are showing recent growth, as can be seen 
in 2018 [73], 2020 [77], 2021 [84], and 2022 [86,87]. Besides, 2D-ECCs 
with ro in the range (100, 150] have had publications in all evaluated 
years, representing practically 50 % of all ECCs. 

6. Target application 

The analysis of the selected works revealed that many authors define 
the characteristics of ECCs based on the target application, which is very 
sensitive to the environment in which it is inserted. Most of these works 
describe general techniques and algorithms to mitigate memory failures. 
Still, there is an intense concentration of works that use 2D-ECCs in 
critical applications, especially those subject to high collision rates of 
alpha particles and neutrons, such as in a space environment. Therefore, 
we classified the 2D-ECC works according to the target application in: (i) 
Space – works focusing only on space applications; (ii) Critical – works 
targeting any critical application without focusing on the space ones; 
and (iii) Generic – works that target any application that requires miti-
gating memory faults without a specific target. Table 6 illustrates this 
arrangement. 

The target application criterion allows a certain degree of subjec-
tivity since many studies are not specific about this criterion. Aiming to 
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Table 6 
2D-ECC applications.  

Work App 

[58,59,61,66,67,70,76,77,80,84,87] Space 
[63,69,72–74,82,83,85,86] Critical 
[41,54–57,60,62,64,65,68,71,75,78,79,81] Generic  
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minimize this subjectivity, papers without explicit mention of the target 
application were classified according to the works used to compare with 
the proposed ECC. Besides, all works that were not possible to specify 
the target application were classified as Generic. 

The three classes defined here have works published almost every 
year of the period selected in this SLR, showing continuous research 
regardless of the target application. 

Works defined as Space tend to be implemented with 2D-ECCs clas-
sified as PC or EPC. The works classified as Space are characterized by 
discussing and working with multiple errors and by the high redundancy 
rates of their ECCs, presenting a dr = 43.3% and a ro = 142.5%, on 
average; i.e., codes have on average 36 % bits of redundancy than data 
bits. 

Most works defined as Critical have 2D-ECCs classified as PC and MC, 
although some have ECCs classified as EPC. The code redundancy rates 
are comparatively lower than those obtained with works classified as 
Space, showing dr = 45.0% and ro = 128.1%, on average. 

Most of the 2D-ECCs (51.2 %) are not focused on specific applica-
tions, being defined as Generic. These 2D-ECCs have a low redundancy 
rate compared to Space and Critical works. Essentially all Generic works 
have more data bits in their ECCs than redundancy bits, reaching dr =
56.0% and a ro = 84.1%, on average. Additionally, all 2D-ECCs classi-
fied as S2E, the largest number of MCs and PCs or EPCs with low 
redundancy, make up the Generic group. 

7. Analysis methods 

This section presents methods and metrics used in the studies to 
assess the proposed 2D-ECCs, more specifically, (i) methods of fault 
injection to explore the capabilities of correction and detection error 
according to error patterns; (ii) meantime to failure used to estimate the 
ECC reliability over its use; (iii) evaluation costs for implementing and 
operating the decoders and encoders in given manufacturing technol-
ogy; and (iv) metrics for reaching a multiobjective function. 

7.1. Fault injection method 

Error Detection and Correction are the primary objectives of an ECC; 
the accurate evaluation of these objectives is critical in the ECC design. It 
is essential to define error patterns to carry out fair comparisons among 
ECCs. This SLR found five types of error injection patterns: Adjacent, 
Exhaustive, Random, Burst, and 36 predefined error patterns. Table 3 
presents the papers and the error injection method used. 

Adjacent errors are used in the works 
[41,55,61,67,69,73,74,76,82–84] for imitating the structure of MCUs 
that occur around a certain neighborhood, as indicated by the works of 
[92–97]. In [61,73,83], the authors verified one million words gener-
ated pseudo-randomly for each scenario; they placed patterns ranging 
from one to eight errors in adjacent cells. The authors in [69] performed 
a million pseudo-random positions for each scenario, varying from one 
to seven errors; the authors of [41] performed a similar analysis, 
extending to 12-error patterns. 

The authors in [82] evaluate the ECC efficacy by employing a set of 
10,000 patterns for each scenario ranging from one to eight errors, 
considering adjacent errors with a maximum distance of one bit. The 
authors in [55] evaluated the ECC proposal with experiments that 
considered injection of errors of the type (i) simple, (ii) horizontal 
adjacent from two to eight bits, (iii) vertical adjacent from two to five 
bits, and (iv) squares in 2 × 2, 3 × 3, and 4 × 4 formats. In [67], all 
adjacent patterns from one to four errors were added in the codeword. 
The authors of [84] describe that the incidence of radiation or heating 
errors occurs within a certain neighborhood. They proposed a failure 
model that considers a central and 24 adjacent cells, forming a 5 × 5 
area, as a possible error region. Finally, in [76], the authors describe 
experimental results showing that a radiation event generates a 
maximum of up to four errors. 

The works [54,60,77,86,87] employ exhaustive analysis of errors in 
the experimental results but limit the maximum number of errors to 
avoid a lot of computational time. Afrin and Sadi [54] injected all error 
possibilities a 32-bit data, but only in the data region, i.e., the redun-
dancy region is not evaluated. The authors in [77,86,87] simulated all 
combinations from one to seven, eleven, and six bitflips, respectively. 
Finally, Rahman et al. [60] do not detail the injection method, but they 
explain their solution detects all error combinations and corrects up to 
three errors. 

The fast evaluation of non-polarized scenarios with different criti-
cality levels leads to works like [57,62,71,72], adopting randomness as a 
way of injecting errors in their 2D-ECC experiments. Mandal et al. [62] 
compared the ECC efficacy in a 32 × 32 memory randomly injecting 
patterns with up to 40 errors. Goerl et al. [72] randomly select from 1 to 
10 bitflips per round error scenario to be verified in a 32-bit register. The 
experiments proposed by Athira and Yamuna [71] injected one million 
test vectors with one to eight errors distributed in random positions. 
Finally, Ahilan and Deepa [57] mention that their experiments were 
verified by employing hundreds of random errors. 

Let l be the number of contiguous bits in a word (i.e., the burst 
length); then, a burst error is a binary pattern of l bits, where at least the 
first and last bits are with error. Note that adjacent errors are a specific 
type of burst error in which all the error bits are contiguous [81,98,99]. 
The works [55,56,68,70,75,79,81] exemplify burst errors. The work of 
Gracia-Moran et al. [55] focuses on designing a 2D-ECC to mitigate 
adjacent errors, but they evaluate the ECC efficacy for tolerating burst 
errors. Sai et al. [81] explored a 2D-ECC capable of correcting until 8 
errors in burst format. Neelima and Subhas [79] explore two works that 
use the burst error method to analyze the ECC efficacy in 32-bit memory; 
one can correct up to four errors, and the other can correct up to 11 
errors, both in burst format. Li et al. [56] propose an ECC capable of 
correcting up to three burst errors in each data matrix row. Priya and 
Vijay [75] evaluate an ECC to mitigate burst errors in a group of in-
formation bits affected by radiation. Tambatkar et al. [70] describe the 
existence of methods to detect and correct single, multiple, or burst 
errors, implying various redundancy overloads and energy consump-
tion. Finally, Raha, Vinodhini, and Murty [68] describe an ECC based on 
Multidirectional Parity Code for mitigating errors in the data region and 
Hamming for increasing the ability to correct burst errors in a noisy 
environment. 

Rao et al. [94] simulated neutron incidence using a commercial 
assessment tool. The tool uses a nuclear database, input details about the 
radiation environment, and the target memory layout to calculate the 
distribution of the current pulses generated for each memory cell. These 
pulses of current are then injected into a SPICE netlist to extract the SEU 
and MBU rates. The evaluation was performed using a 45 nm CMOS 
technology for an SRAM memory. Fig. 12 shows the 36 adjacent error 
patterns with the respective probability of occurrence. Rohde and 
Martins [80], Freitas et al. [77], and Ogden and Mascagni [92] are works 
that used this standard for 2D-ECC efficacy evaluation. 

The works [56,58,59,63–66,68,70,75,79–81,85] do not show error 
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Fig. 12. Single and multiple error patterns in a 45 nm SRAM with the 
respective probability of occurring each error pattern (adapted from [94]). 
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injection method for ECC valuation. Instead, some of these works only 
report the maximum number of errors that the code can correct, and 
others present a mathematical formulation to prove the ECC efficacy. 

7.2. Reliability and MTTF 

The works [58,74,76,77,83,84,87] present the ECC efficacy degra-
dation across time, employing the Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) metric, 
which is build based on Eqs. (9) to (13) proposed in [51]. The objective 
of these works is to compare ECCs according to the failure probability in 
a given time interval, assuming that errors can be cumulative over time 
and the number of errors is proportional to the codeword size. Thus, 
although the increase in redundancy bits tends to raise the error 
correction rate, this redundancy increase also raises the probability of 
errors occurring over time. 

Scrubbing is a memory error cleaning technique consisting of reading 
each memory address, correcting the error bits based on ECC, and 
writing the corrected data at the same address [100–103]. Since the 
incidence of memory errors can occur with both spatial and temporal 
distances, the MTTF metric and scrubbing technique can be explored, for 
example, in two situations of systems containing memory protected by 
ECC: (i) considering that the system cannot perform scrubbing in 
memory, as it operates in a critical situation, such as a space mission that 
implies reduced battery consumption, or (ii) considering that the system 
can perform scrubbing in memory in any time interval. In the first case, 
MTTF is a limit for the ECC efficacy degradation criterion since errors 
remain cumulatively in memory and no error recovery can be made 
throughout the system operation. In the second case, MTTF can define a 
tradeoff between the desired ECC efficacy and the scrubbing period. 
Thus, the choice of ECCs with different efficacy and costs of imple-
mentation and operation can be compensated by a shorter scrubbing 
period. 

Let i be the number of errors, λ the error rate of a single bit per day 
(typical λ value used in experiments is 10− 5 upsets/bit/day [51]), and 
assuming that (i) transients errors occur with a Poisson distribution, and 
(ii) bitflip occurrences are statistically independent, then (9) estimates 
Pin(t) as the probability of i error occurrence in a given memory word 
with n bits at time t. Eq. (10) computes Pn(t) - the probability of having 
errors in memory due to the rate λ over time. 

Pin(t) =
(n

i

)(
1 − e− λt)ie− λt(n− i) (9)  

Pn(t) = 1 − e− nλt (10) 

Let σ be the maximum number of errors for which the ECC was 
evaluated, and ε(i) is the error coverage rate for each of the i errors, (11) 
estimates the memory reliability in time t considering ε of a given ECC. 

r(t) = 1 − Pn(t) +
∑σ

i=1
Pin(t) × ε(i) (11) 

Since M is the number of addresses in memory and each memory 
address consists of a single codeword, then (12) calculates R(t), which is 
the reliability at time t of all memory. Note that M = 1 means the 
evaluation of a memory encompassing a single codeword. 

R(t) = r(t)M (12) 

Fig. 13, extracted from [84], illustrates the type of result that (12) 
can provide for comparing ECCs, as well as the aggressiveness effect of λ 
for reducing reliability. 

Finally, (13) shows the MTTF of a memory protected by an ECC is 
estimated by the reliability integral in time interval t. 

MTTF =

∫ t

0
R(t)dt (13) 

Silva et al. [83] computed reliability and MTTF for M= 1, 8, and 16, 

and λ = 10− 5 for 8000 operating days. Freitas et al. [84] treat memory 
reliability for 15,000 days using M = 1 and three values of λ (10− 4, 10− 5, 
and 10− 6); the same authors explore in [77] and in a thousand address 
memory (M = 1000). Zhang et al. [76] also calculate the reliability of a 
thousand address memory using λ = 10− 5. Magalhães, Alcântara and 
Silveira [74] evaluate the MTTF of 2D-ECC using M = 16 and λ = 10− 4, 
10− 5 and 10− 6. Additionally, Anitha and Jeevidha [58] do not discuss 
the reliability formulation but use it to explore the ECC efficacy as a 
function of time. Finally, Argyrides et al. [53] expanded their work 
presented in [51] for evaluating memory sizes ranging from 1 Mb to 128 
Mb with λ = 10− 5; they provide a new formulation to reach MTTF from 
the Mean Error to Fail (METF) metric, but we did not found mentioning 
of this last approach on the SLR works. 

7.3. Process technology 

The logical or physical implementations are other features usually 
described in ECC works; Fig. 14 shows the 2D-ECC manufacturing 
technologies most evaluated. 

Twenty-two of all the evaluated papers (62 %) describe the 
manufacturing technology used in the encoder and decoder 2D-ECC 
synthesis. Of this total, [57,63] implement two technologies, resulting 
in the 24 works of Fig. 14. The SLR analysis shows a tendency to explore 
technologies with 65 nm or less and the disappearance of older tech-
nology evaluations. Most works, 75 %, are implemented at 45 or 65 nm, 
having a peak on 65 nm technology in 2020. The last exploration of 90 
nm CMOS technology occurred in 2018, and the last work evaluating 
180 nm technology was published in 2016. Still, in 2019 [76], the au-
thors performed some experiments referring to previous work employ-
ing 180 nm. Finally, only in 2020, one work explored a technology 
below 45 nm. 

The SLR analysis showed that all syntheses have CMOS as the base 
technology, with 28 nm as the technological limit, far from the recent 
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sub-5 nm CMOS technologies. Although most of these studies report that 
the latest technologies are more susceptible to errors, none present ex-
periments on the efficacy of ECCs for correcting or detecting errors in the 
face of technology variation. Besides, we did not find spatiotemporal 
error patterns concerning technology variation or investigations about 
error patterns in different memory operation environments. Filling these 
gaps allows defining error injection patterns to explore and validate ECC 
proposals. 

7.4. Multiobjective metrics for ECC assessment 

The target application requirements, including correcting and 
detecting error effectiveness, implementation and operation efficiency 
in the memories, and encoding and decoding circuits, determine the ECC 
choice. Thus, studies as [55,61,69,73,82,83], which were based on the 
seminal papers [51,53], propose multiobjective metrics to assess 
correction capabilities and ECC error detection associated with the 
encoder and decoder costs for implementing, such as occupied area and 
operating, such as consumed energy. 

Argyrides, Zarandi, and Pradhan [51] propose Correction Coverage 
per Cost (CCC) and Detection Coverage per Cost (DCC) metrics, defined 
in (14) and (15), respectively, to evaluate the ECC efficacies in detecting 
and correcting errors regarding power, delay and area costs. 

CCCi =
CRi

Power × Delay × Area
(14)  

DCCi =
DRi

Power × Delay × Area
(15) 

The authors normalized Area, Power, and Delay according to a 
physical implementation without ECC protection, and CR (correction 
rate) and DR (Detection rate) are presented in percentage values. Note 
that the correction and detection rates depend on the number of errors; 
thus, we chose to express CRi, DRi, CCCi, and DCCi according to the 
number of errors i, generating discrete graphics, as exemplified in 
Fig. 15. In [53], Argyrides, Pradhan, and Kocak employed only the CCCi 
metric proposed in [51]. The works [51,53] do not describe if the 
implementation and operation costs are extracted from the syntheses of 
decoder, encoder, or both. 

Castro et al. [61] improve CCCi, and DCCi metrics proposing the 
Total Coverage per Cost (TCCi), as shown in (16). TCCi covers detection 
and correction performances regarding the number of errors i and 
employing only the decoder implementation and operation costs in the 
denominator. The authors use costs associated only with the decoder. 

TCCi =
CRi × DRi

Area × Power × Delay
(16) 

Silva et al. [69] use the TCCi metric of [61] regarding both encoder 
and decoder implementation and operation costs. Area and Power were 
achieved by adding the individual values of the encoder and decoder, 
but Delay is considered the highest value between the encoder and 
decoder since the authors explain this value defines a frequency rate, 
which is not cumulative. All values were normalized by dividing by the 
smallest value. Additionally, the same authors of [69] use the TCCi 

metric in [73] but consider only the decoder to compose the synthesis 
costs. 

Silva et al. [83] proposed CTCi, which considers both encoder and 
decoder synthesis costs, as seen in (17) and (18). In [82], the same au-
thors use the CDCi metric, which is the same CTCi metric adapted from 
[83]. It is worth mentioning that CRi for [82,83] were obtained for 
adjacent errors, and the results were normalized (divided by the highest 
value) after calculating CTCi or CDCi. 

CTCi =
CRi

Cost(Encoder) + Cost(Decoder)
(17)  

Cost(Encoder/Decoder) = Area×Power×Delay (18) 

Gracia-Moran et al. [55] highlight the importance of adding redun-
dancy cost for computing a multiobjective metric. Therefore, based on 
[98], they proposed (19) to calculate the Mi metric, which includes 
Redundancy cost as the dr metric described in Section 5, i.e., data rate. 

Mi =
CRi × DRi

Area × Power × Delay × Redundancy
(19) 

We understand that multiobjective metric assists in the ECC selec-
tion. Still, the analysis of all the multiobjective metrics used so far to 
compare 2D-ECCs demonstrates three gaps in this research area: (i) non- 
inclusion of memory characteristics, (ii) lack of parameterization, and 
(iii) lack of standardization. 

Regarding the target memory characteristics, the analysis was 
restricted to the relationship between data bits versus redundancy. No 
analyzed work considered in its multiobjective metrics the physical costs 
of implementing and operating the memories, such as the energy con-
sumption for writing and reading the codeword; i.e., the implementation 
and operation analyses were restricted to the encoding and decoding 
circuits. 

The multiobjective metric must have parameterizable objectives to 
represent target application requirements better. For example, power 
consumption may be of greater importance than the area occupied for 
battery-powered applications; thus, attributing weights for each 
parameter enables us to reach the most promising ECC for a given target 
application. 

Each work chooses a multiobjective metric concerning relevant 
criteria or objectives for comparing the ECCs. However, there is no 
standardization of multiobjective metrics that could consider the target 
application, and the lack of standardization difficult the comparison of 
ECCs from different works and often leads to biased analysis. 

8. Trends on matrix ECCs 

The Decimal Matrix Coding with the Encoder Reuse Technique, ECC 
formats employing three coding axes, and 3D-ECCs deserve special 
attention as recent matrix code trends. 

8.1. Decimal Matrix Coding (DMC) and Encoder Reuse Technique (ERT) 

DMC detects errors using decimal integer addition followed by 
decimal integer subtraction. This decimal algorithm maximizes the error 
detection efficacy, enhancing memory reliability. DMC divides the ma-
trix row into pairs of size-n words and, for each pair, performs a sum 
adding n + 1 redundancy bits producing the codeword. The decoding 
process employs the same summing circuit of the encoder followed by a 
decimal integer subtraction. Therefore, there is a tendency to use DMC 
together with the Encoder Reuse Technique (ERT), which implements 
the encoder functionally inside the decoder circuit, optimizing the IC 
area. ERT is founded on the fact that the basic encoding tasks are 
replicated on the decoder, enabling timing sharing. 

Several authors [57,58,63,65,68,71,75] comment on using DMC 
with ERT or propose ERT architectures. Manoj and Babu [63] and 
Yedere and Pamula [65] use ERT for implementing DMC encoder/ 
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decoder circuits, concluding the shared circuits have a fundamental role 
in yield improvement with fewer area costs when compared to the 
conventional technique. Anitha and Jeevidha [58] proposed a DMC 
architecture with ERT for reducing area consumption without disturbing 
the encoding or decoding process. Ahilan and Deepa [57] analyzed the 
reduction of logic gates in an FPGA employing ERT on a DMC encoder/ 
decoder circuit; their implementation reached a reduction of 67 %; i.e., 
when using ERT, the system reduced the initial 336 to 112 logic gates. 
Finally, the authors in [68,75] only comment on the advantages of ERT 
without implementing a target architecture. 

It is worth mentioning that although all works use ERT with DMC, 
designers can explore this technique in any ECC encoder and decoder 
architecture. For instance, Athira and Yamuna [71] proposed an ERT 
architecture that enables the encoder or decoder to employ an enable 
signal. According to this signal, the encoder or decoder operates while 
the other remains idle. The authors concluded that using ERT reduces 
the area and energy consumption of codes like Reed-Muller, Hamming, 
and DMC significantly concerning a conventional implementation. 

8.2. Matrix ECCs with three coding axes 

This SLR shows that some works explore three coding axes to in-
crease the error correction and detection efficacy, consequently raising 
the coding and decoding complexities. 

Fig. 16 exemplifies this technique considering a data region with the 
same number of rows and columns (in green) and redundancy imple-
mented only with parity bits. These parity bits are calculated in vertical 
(in red), horizontal (in blue), and diagonal (in yellow) directions. 

Examples of matrix ECCs with three coding axes are found in works 
[60,68,70,79,81]. No unique terminology is applied to this technique; 
the works use the terms 3D Parity Check, Horizontal Vertical Diagonal 
(HVD), or Multidirectional Parity-Check codes. Some variations exist 
due to previous work enhancements, resulting in Horizontal Vertical 
Double Bit Diagonal (HVDD) and Horizontal Vertical Parity and Diag-
onal Hamming (HVPDH) codes. Although some of these works define 
the three coding axes as 3D coding, we emphasize that none of these 
codes deal with the codeword in three dimensions but only in a single 
plane. 

8.3. 3D-ECCs 

The first 1D-ECCs were suitable for protecting information trans-
mitted serially and stored in registers. Likewise, 2D-ECCs better mitigate 
errors in 2D memories. Memories with a greater information volume are 
organized in a 3D format, often structured on several chips and inter-
connected with Through Silicon Vias (TSVs). While works such as 
[84,104–106] use code organizations with one or two dimensions to 
mitigate faults in 3D memories, the works [107,108] propose 3D-ECCs 
logically organized in a matrix of three-dimensional memory, being 
more effective in mitigating 3D memory faults. 

Janvars and Farkaš [107] explain the idea of implementing a 
multidimensional code using parity bits through a minimum distance of 
2d, where d is the code dimension, e.g., for a 3D-ECC, the minimum 
distance is 8. Let n be the number of bits of each dimension of a cubic 
codeword; then, the proposed 3D-ECC is an n3-bit code with (n − 1)3 

data bits and 3 × (n − 1)2 + 2 × (n − 1) + n redundancy bits. Although 
the authors detailed a 3D-ECC, they analyzed codes of up to 6D-ECC. 
Mittelholzer [108], instead of proposing a new 3D-ECC, developed a 
framework to obtain analytical estimates of the Bit-Error-Rate (BER) 
performance of 3D product codes under iterative decoding. The author 
showed that the BER performance has a limiting behavior, and the 
decoding is successful for sub-limited error probabilities. 

Inserting a third coding plane increases the number of redundancy 
bits in the codeword. To analyze the code scalability when moving to 3D 
format, we compared the growth of codewords quadratically and cubic 
structured for 2D and 3D codes, respectively; consequently, both geo-
metric figures grow equally in all dimensions. Additionally, we choose 
parity bit encoding associated with each region, similar to the 3D-ECC 
proposed in [107]. Fig. 17(a) shows the explored 2D format contain-
ing four regions: (D) square data matrix; (PR) and (PC) row and column 
parity vectors of matrix D, respectively; and (PRC) parity bit of the PR and 
PC intersection. Fig. 17(b) illustrates the evaluated 3D format containing 
eight regions: (D) cubic data matrix; (PXY), (PXZ), and (PYZ) 2D square 
parity matrices referring to the XY, XZ, and YZ planes of the D matrix; 
(PX), (PY) and (PZ) parity vectors, resulting from the intersection of the 
XY and XZ, XY and YZ, and XZ and YZ planes, respectively; and (PXYZ) 
parity bit resulting from the crossing of the PX, PY, and PZ vectors. 

Fig. 18 shows that increasing n (Fig. 17), the number of redundancy 
bits in 2D- and 3D-ECCs rises linearly and exponentially, respectively. 
However, Fig. 19 depicts that the exponential growth of redundancy for 
3D-ECCs does not significantly affect the data rate (dr - refer to Section 
5.2). Additionally, the curve Δ shows that the dr difference between the 
2D and 3D codewords has an approximately logarithmic decrease, 
demonstrating the 3D-ECC scalability. 

9. Conclusions 

We conducted a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) resulting in a 35 
work selection; a thorough analysis of these works allowed us to 
consolidate five features of 2D-ECC studies used for mitigating memory 
errors: (i) 2D-ECC classification; (ii) data size and redundancy metrics; 
(iii) target application; (iv) analysis methods; and (v) trend on matrix 
ECCs. 

We classified 2D-ECCs according to their coding model. Depending 
on the codeword structure, 2D-ECCs are classified as Product Codes 
(PC), Extended Product Codes (EPC), or Mixed Codes (MC), if a single 
bitflip changes two or more encoding regions; otherwise, they are 
classified as Straightforward 2D-ECC (S2E). 

Fig. 16. Encoding a data matrix vertically, horizontally, and diagonally adding 
parity bits. 
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When evaluating the codeword data size, we noticed that more than 
half of the works being assessed employ 32-bit data ECCs; besides, they 
use about 50 % of the codeword for redundancy bits, even though there 
are cases where the redundancy rate is larger, as in critical or space 
applications. Besides, there is a close relationship between the 2D-ECC 
classification and the target application; e.g., ECCs classified as PC and 
EPC are more likely to be used in space applications. 

The validation and analysis of the 2D-ECC effectiveness are usually 
performed by injecting adjacent, exhaustive, or burst errors. 75 % of the 
works use 45 nm or 65 nm CMOS manufacturing technology to compare 
encoder and decoder synthesis costs, such as area consumed and power 
dissipated; additionally, some works propose the use of multi-objective 
metrics considering error detection and/or correction efficacy together 
with synthesis costs; however, so far, there is no standardization of these 
metrics. 

The SLR showed some trends in 2D-ECCs, such as using Decimal 
Matrix Coding (DMC) with the Encoder Reuse (ERT) technique. Also, 
several authors use three coding axes in the same 2D plane, and some are 
working on ECCs with three or more dimensions. 

The ECC Efficacy and efficiency comparison requires a standardized 
verification methodology, allowing us to extract advantages/disadvan-
tages and tradeoffs of each proposal regardless of the specific bias 
defined in each work. However, this SLR showed a diversity of experi-
ments and metrics that hinder fair comparative analysis among ECCs. 
Therefore, we realize that the results presented here can help us to un-
derstand different approaches for finding a standardization of great 
value for future 2D-ECC proposal analyses. 

The systematic review revealed several research gaps in the ECC 
area; some of these studies are: (i) Analysis of real error patterns 
occurring in 3D memories since there is a significant variation in the 
incidence of errors according to memory layer depth; this analysis would 

enable us to construct a heterogeneous 3D-ECC model to mitigate the 
error incidence rate in each memory layer; (ii) Exploitation of error 
patterns and incidence rates based on the manufacturing technology, 
allowing to understand historical variations of ECC requirements; (iii) 
Study to determine an ECC evaluation metric that considers all the code 
characteristics, as well as its application and organization; (iv) The 
design and implementation of fault-tolerance systems that dynamically 
change the memory ECCs according to error incidence, allowing us to 
manage tradeoffs such as reliability and energy consumption; and (v) 
Employing artificial intelligence techniques to learn and rearrange the 
ECC bit structure and the error correction algorithm used on top of the 
ECC structure. 
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